Using a recently proposed communication optimal variant of TSQR, weak scalability of the least squares solver (LS) with multiple right hand sides is studied. The communication for TSQR based LS solver for multiple right hand sides remains optimal in the sense that no additional messages are necessary compared to TSQR. However, LS has additional communication volume and flops compared to that for TSQR. Additional flops and words sent for LS is derived. A PGAS model, namely, global address space programming framework (GPI) is used for internodal one sided communication. Within NUMA sockets, C++-11 threading model is used. Scalability results of the proposed method up to a few thousand cores are shown.
Introduction
We are interested in the problem of solving the following least squares problem with multiple right hand sides
on current multilevel large distributed memory architectures consisting of multi-socket nodes with multi-level cache hierarchies. Here A and B are given, X is the unknown to be determined. We assume that A has full column rank. Since m > n, it is an overdetermined system and we seek a minimum 2-norm solution. However if B happens to be in the column space of A we indeed obtain a true numerical solution by our approach. Here (1) is also known as least squares problem or LS problem in short [7, p. 236 ]. The LS problem shows up as a time consuming kernel in a variety of applications including data fitting and optimization and has been studied widely, see references in [2, 7] . One of the best reliable tools to solve (1) when A has full column rank is by using QR factorization [5, 7] . For m >> n, the matrix A is tall and skinny and the corresponding QR factorization for A is called tall and skinny QR method. However, the name TSQR refers also to a new variant of communication optimal QR algorithm recently developed in [4] . The method is optimal in the sense that number of inter-node message transfers and also the intranodal memory transfers achieve the lower bound (up to polylogarithmic factors involving number of processors). The TSQR kernel is then used in the panel factorization of typical almost square (m ≈ n) QR method [7, p. 236 ] during panel factorization, and also finds use in the so-called s−step Krylov subspace methods [9] . Although, the use of TSQR for least squares problem has been mentioned [4] , to our knowledge, explicit derivation of number of messages, communication volume and flops and subsequent numerical experiments on modern day multilevel architectures is missing. In this paper, we propose a multilevel LS solver to solve (1) where the local QR factor is never constructed explicitly [13] . Our approach keeps the total number of inter nodal messages same as that of TSQR with no additional latencies compared to TSQR. However, compared to TSQR we have increased communication volume, because in addition to transferring upper triangular factors, we also transfer the right hand side blocks. Moreover, for LS solver, we have to perform additional floating point operations when we apply local Q T to the locally stacked right hand side. The method proposed in this paper is well suited for modern day multilevel architectures; moreover, our shared memory implementation of LS solver is cache-oblivious due to recursion, see also [6] . We study the scalability of the proposed multilevel LS solver on a few thousands of core.
Notation
By m >> n we mean that m is reasonably larger compared to n, and by m ≈ n we mean m is nearly equal to n. For any matrix K, let K T denote transpose of matrix K. For any vector x, let x = √ x T x be the standard 2-norm. Let I be the identity matrix. Let x denote the largest integer less than or equal to x. Sometimes we use MATLAB's semi-colon notation for block row partitioned matrices.
Least Squares Using TSQR
When m = n in (1), the matrix A is square with full rank, typical direct solvers or iterative methods may be used. However, when m is much larger than n, in this case, there are various possible ways of solving the overdetermined system including changing the system (1) to normal form by multiplying on the left by A T on both sides so that the problem reduces to the normal form as follows:
Since A T A above is symmetric and square, the usual factorization routines such as QR or LU factorization may be used. However, such an approach has a major disadvantage in that one has to form A T A, consequently, if A has high condition number, then A T A has even higher condition number, and the subsequent linear solve may be too ill-conditioned leading to numerical instabilities in LU and QR of A T A. Even though the normal equations approach requires only about half the total number of flops for tall skinny matrices, and has less storage compared to those for a QR approach, with a QR based approach, a much wider class of problem could be solved. We refer the reader to [7, p. 245] , [14] for comparison of numerical stabilities between these methods. Another approach is based on singular value decomposition (SVD), where SVD is more costly to compute than QR on parallel architectures. In this paper we consider the QR approach. To use the QR method, the problem (1) above is first transformed into a minimization problem as follows
Assuming that m >> n, and that A has full column rank, we consider a so called tall skinny QR (TSQR) method [4] that factorizes the matrix A into a tall and skinny orthogonal matrix Q ∈ R m×n (same dimension as A) such that Q T Q = I, and an upper triangular matrix R ∈ R n×n . With this factorization, the LS problem (2) is reduced as follows
Thus instead of solving the original problem (1), we now solve the following linear system
where R being upper triangular, we perform backward sweeps to solve for Y and we set X := Y to obtain a solution of (1) in minimum 2-norm sense.
Communication Optimal Multilevel Least Squares
The TSQR algorithm implemented in [4] is a communication optimal QR algorithm (modulo polylogarithmic factors involving number of processors) for tall and skinny matrices for both distributed memory and serial memory with a hierarchy of caches typical of modern day computer architectures. On distributed memory, the TSQR algorithm [4] yields the R factor which is available on the node that does final QR in the reduction tree, however, the Q factor of QR is not assembled and it remains scattered among the processors. In a recent paper [1] , authors proposed ways of assembling and applying the Q T efficiently. In this section we briefly discuss TSQR algorithm, and show how to adapt it to solve the LS problem (1). In particular, assembly of the whole Q factor is not required for the LS problem; they are released as soon as they are used to update right hand sides at each level of the reduction tree (such as shown in Figure 1) .
We now describe the LS solver based on TSQR algorithm. Let the given matrix A be partitioned into p block rows denoted by A i and let each of these blocks be assigned to processor
The steps of the TSQR and the least squares solver algorithm is well illustrated by working out an example with eleven processors; it is an example of an unbalanced and incomplete binary tree. The choice of best reduction tree depends on the architecture at hand; the method of finding this is left as a future work. In case DRAM memory is limited, an out-of-DRAM approach as suggested in [4] may be used, where only those block are processed that may fit in the memory while remaining blocks wait for their turn, see Figure 3 in [4] for an example. In this paper we do not consider such implementations, but nevertheless they may be adapted in our LS solver. In [4] , an example on a binary tree with four processors is shown, we follow a slightly different notation; we flip the subscripts, the first index denotes the level number, and the second index denotes the node number. In particular, the Q, R, and B blocks at different levels are denoted by subscripts ( , i). For example, the block Q ,i corresponds to block i at level ; the blocks are numbered from left to right in ascending order as shown in Figure 1 . The TSQR algorithm starts with a QR factorization of the local blocks A i of A as follows
Here Q 
It is easy to see that for the first pass = 0, (4) above is satisfied for i = 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9. For these values of i, the blocks R 0,i is sent to processor with id j if the following holds j + 2 < nprocs and j mod(2 +1 ) = 0. (5) Note that here nprocs = p + 1. Thus during first pass, all processors P j with j = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 are receivers, and they receive from senders P i , where i satisfies (4) above. Note that for this example since the binary tree is not complete, the id j = 10 could not be paired; consequently it does not receive or send anything and waits until the next pass. We remark that the conditions (4) and (5) correctly identify nodes that do not take part in send or receive process for any given incomplete binary tree. After send and receive operations are done, in the next pass, we stack the received R 0,i blocks over the existing receiver's R 0,j blocks followed by a QR decomposition of the stacked blocks. This is followed by multiplying the corresponding Q T of QR of stacked blocks obtained in left of (6) to the stacked right hand side. These two steps are illustrated below
Here R 0,10 has been renamed to R 1,5 on the left. For the least squares solve, the right hand side blocks B i,j with same indices as R i,j are sent and received. They are sent together with R blocks, thus, without increasing the number of messages. Here B 0,10 has been renamed to B 1,5 on the left. For level = 1, the processor that will send their R blocks obtained in (6) is again determined by (4). The senders this time are processors P i with id i = 2, 6, and 10 with blocks R 1,1 , R 1,3 , and R 1,5 respectively along with respective right hand sides B 1,1 , B 1,3 , and B 1,5 . The processors with id j = 0, 4, 8 are receivers as determined by (5) . As before, after receiving the R blocks, it is stacked over the receiver's R block and QR factorization is performed followed by stacking the right hand side blocks, and then applying the local Q T as follows
Here Q 2,0 and R 2,0 are with processors P 0 , the blocks Q 2,1 and R 2,1 are with processors P 4 and Q 2,2 and R 2,2 are with processors P 8 , see Figure 1 . For level = 2, from (4) the senders are P i with i = 4, and from (5) the receivers are P j with j = 0. Continuing as before, we perform the QR factorization of stacked R blocks followed by multiplication of Q T to the stacked B blocks as follows
Finally for level = 3, R 3,1 block is sent to id zero, and we obtain the final R factor of the QR of A followed by an update of right hand side B 4,0 as follows
Putting everything together, the final Q of the QR of A is given as follows
For the least squares solver, we never construct Q. As soon as we apply the local Q T to the local right hand side B blocks, the local Q blocks are freed from memory. The least squares solution X of (3) flag i as sender 5: end if 6: if I am the sender with id i then 7 :
Asynchronously send R ,local to receiver 9: end if 10: Wait for all the sends to complete 11: if my id j + 2 < nprocs and j mod(2 +1 ) = 0, then
12:
Flag j as receiver 13: end if 14: if I am the receiver with id j then
15:
Stack my R ,local above the received R ,remote sent by i, and call it R,
and perform the QR of R : [Q +1,local , R +1,local ] = sequential tsqr( R).
16:
end if 17: end for a recursive LS algorithm first introduced by Elmroth and Gustavson [6] . Here we assume a complete binary tree, and we explicitly construct the Q factor. For an example on four cores, we consider the block A i , which is partitioned into four block rows A i,j , j = 0, . . . Flag i as sender 5: end if 6: if I am the sender with id i then 7 :
Asynchronously send R ,local and B ,local to receiver 9: end if 10: Wait for all the sends to complete 11: if my id is j, j + 2 < nprocs and j mod(2 +1 ) = 0, then
12:
Flag j as receiver 13: end if 14: if I am the receiver with id j then 
Let us assume that
we also assume for this example that A i is of full column rank which means that Q i has n columns. Let B i which is also partitioned like A i denote the corresponding right hand side, then we first overwrite B T B j,0 , j = 0, 1, 2, 3. As before we stack the R factors and perform local QR; next we also stack the right hand side blocks, and apply the local Q factors as follows
Then final R factor for the block A i is obtained followed by update of right hand side as follows:
In Algorithm 3, we show the complete steps involved; it shows a coarse grained multi-threading where spawn before an operation spawns a thread and assigns the task, and sync synchronizes/joins the spawned threads. Although we exploit nested parallelism (nested spawning and syncing), there are no overlaps, i.e., the spawned child threads are synced with parent thread at each levels. At step 15 of Algorithm 2 and at step 13 of Algorithm 3 we perform QR decomposition of a matrix with two upper triangular matrix stacked on top of other; in this case, because of the triangular structure of R blocks, more specialized form of householder reflectors may be constructed with less flops [4] ; we do not consider this in this paper.
Algorithm 3 [B, R] = threaded ls(K, )
Require:
Require: nlev = number of levels, q ≥ 2 nlev n Require: K full column rank
[Q right , R right ] = sequential tsqr(K right ) 
Computation and Communication Costs
In this section we derive the computation costs, i.e., the flop count and the communication costs which includes the number of messages and the communication volume in terms of number of
P0
Figure 1: Incomplete binary depicting task flow for TSQR example. Nodes are identified as (level, node) and they are numbered from left to right at each level. Load imbalance occurs due to nodes (1, 5) and (3,1) having nothing to do. P i denotes ith processor.
floating point words moved. We denote flop count by #FLOPS-LS, number of messages by #MESSAGES-LS, and the number of words by #COMM VOL-LS for LS, similar notation is used for TSQR. We use the so called "alpha-beta" model [4] : t = α + βn, where t is the time for a message of n floating point words, α is the message latency (seconds per message), and β is the inverse of bandwidth (seconds per floating point words communicated). We now derive the flop count along the critical path [8, p . 91] of a binary tree. For an example the binary tree that also represents the task flow for the TSQR example is shown in Figure 1 . For this example the critical path length is five. Since the computational work per node remains roughly equal, all possible critical paths roughly represent the same computational work. First we recall the flop count for TSQR. Assuming that the matrix A has a 1D block row distribution with each blocks of size m/P × n, the flop count for local QR factorization obtained from [4] is #FLOPS-TSQR(m, n, P ) = 2mn
flops. The critical path length of a binary tree is log 2 P. For subsequent levels along the critical path, we need to factor a 2n × n (two upper triangular matrices of size n × n stacked on top of other in step 15 of Algorithm 2) with a flop count of (1) is
Thus, compared to TSQR, we have (2n 2 k + n 2 /2)log 2 P additional flops. By combining the R and B blocks in one message, the number of messages passed along the critical path is kept to one, thus there are #MESSAGES-LS=log 2 P messages in total which is same as that for TSQR. The contribution to the message size from the R block is n(n + 1)/2 and that from B block is nk. Thus the total message size or the communication volume per message for LS is #COMM VOL-LS(n, k) = n(k + (n + 1)/2).
Implementation Aspects and Numerical Experiments
Setup of Numerical Experiments. The numerical experiments were performed on Super-MUC supercomputer located at Munich, Germany [3] . We use global address space programming interface or GPI in short which is a message passing library based on the RDMA model (a PGAS model) [12] . The numerical experiments were performed in double precision arithmetic with Intel's icpc compiler version 14.0 [10] with O3 level of optimization. For GPI segment we allocated 2GB of total 32 GB available shared memory per node. We used MKL library version 11.1 [11] , in particular dgemm for matrix matrix multiplication, dgemv for matrix vector multiplication, and dtrsv or dtrsm for solving with the upper triangular R factor to obtain the final solution. The GPI library version 1.0.1 is used; it is available for download from [12] . For shared memory implementation of the algorithm as shown in Algorithm 3, we used C++-11 threading model with lambda function as follows: threads.push back(std::thread([&]() K left.pthread tsqr(Q left, R left, gpi); )); here threads being the threads container. The task at step (9) is not spawned as the continuing thread executes it concurrently. The MKL library has its own multi-threaded QR routine based on OpenMP, namely dgeqrf to perform the QR factorization and dorgqr to generate the Q factor. We found our pthread implementation to be slightly better. For sequential QR required in step 15 of Algorithm 2, and required at steps 4, 5, and 13 of Algorithm 3 we used MKL's sequential dgeqrf and dorgqr routines. The elapsed times were computed using std::chrono::system clock::now() routine in chrono.h library. The 1D distributed matrix A and right hand side B are filled with random doubles using rand() function with fixed initial seed.
Scalability Results with GPI and pthreads
We show the weak scalability results of LS solver for multiple right hand sides using GPI for inter-nodal communication and pthreads for shared memory concurrency. In the tables, the matrix dimension are shown per node. We used 8 cores per node rather than available 16 to (possibly) avoid NUMA effect. In Table 1 , we show weak scalability when multithreaded TSQR is used on the node, while in Table 2 , we show our multilevel approach for LS solver. Since no explicit QR factors are constructed in the multilevel case, the multilevel LS solver is relatively faster. As derived in Section 4.1, for weak scalability, as the number of processors are increased, although the computation costs (flops) remain constant corresponding to the leaves nodes at level zero, there are more computation costs and (slightly) more inter nodal communications along the critical paths as critical path becomes longer. Due to this we see an increase in the elapsed time. We also notice that there is no significant increase in the elapsed time for multiple right hand sides compared to that for one right hand side; we believe this is due to effective level 3 BLAS operations in dgemm.
Conclusion
We showed that the multilevel least squares solver method for multiple right hand sides is optimal in the sense that the number of inter-nodal messages are same as that for TSQR. However, there are more flops and communication volume. We found that the multilevel least squares solver scales weakly, and is on average between 12-20% faster than the approach where QR factors are constructed explicitly on the node. 
